
Craft & Game Ideas

Craft ideas
1. Action Cube

Create a die with the pictures from the story on it! 
•  Print the image of the net of the die (next page).
•  Colour the images in.
•  Cut out the die as one complete shape - just cut on the solid black lines. Don’t cut  
....the dotted lines. Ask a grown up if you need help with this and be careful  
....because scissors are “sharp” pointy!
•  Fold on the dotted lines so the pictures show on the outside.
•  Glue the trapezoid tabs inside the cube or put sticky tape on the edges of the   
....cube to hold it together.

Nice work! Can you roll the cube and get the story pictures to show up  in the right 
order?

2. Lame man healed paper craft
Create the man from the story who was miraculously healed by the Risen King 
Jesus!

•  Print the image of the man and his legs (on third page).
•  Cut the man and his two long rectangle legs out - Ask a grown up if you need    
....help with this and be careful because scissors are “sharp” pointy!
•  Colour the man in. Colour his legs if you like as well.
•  Concentina fold the legs - see the image below for help with this. You fold a little     
....of the paper forward, hold it in place and then (while you are still holding the first     
....fold) fold a little of the paper backwards. Keep holding the folded paper and     
....repeat this process until the long rectangles are all folded up - this makes them     
....springy!

           Concentina fold example:

•  Glue or staple the mans’ leg to the base of his body.

Now you can tell the story yourself and have the man go walking and leaping and 
praising God when he is healed!
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Craft & Game Ideas

Game Ideas
1. Action Cube

Roll the action cube (from Craft Idea 1.) and do the action shown.

2. Jail Bust (needs at least three people)

Instructions:
1.   Have everyone stand in a circle.
2.  Put your hands in the middle of the circle and grab hold of two other hands  
......(belonging to two different people).
3.  Your arms should now be tangled together. You now have to become   
......untangled, without letting go of anyone’s hands.

2. What’s Missing?

Instructions:
1.   Have everyone in the house choose a couple of small items (eg, lego, matchbox   
......car, small doll) to make up twelve items in total. 
2.  Place these items in the centre of a table. 
3.  Choose someone to remove item(s) from the table.
4.  Everyone else closes their eyes and the chosen person removes an item (or   
......items) from the table.
5.  Everyone then opens their eyes and will guess which item(s) was removed. 
6.  Return the item(s), choose a new person to remove item(s) and repeat.

To vary the game (and make it harder) have the chosen person move an item on the 
table instead of removing it. See if everyone can guess which item was moved.
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